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Abstract
Introduction. Libraries are continually evolving
their services and assessment methods, but need
a new lens to understand their position. Library
assessment has evolved from operational
statistics to strategic management systems using
quantitative and qualitative methods from
business and social research, Literature suggests
intellectual capital theory could assist libraries to
develop new, improved measures of performance
and value for the network world, particularly for
staff capability and relationship management, as a
gap in current systems.
Purpose. The study investigates intangible assets
that academic libraries are exploiting to compete
in the digital age and methods that libraries can
use to assess intangible assets.
Theoretical framework. We use two paradigms:
the resource-based view that recognizes
organizational assets as strategic resources
whose value, durability, rarity, inimitability, and
non-substitutability
represent
competitive
advantage;
and
the
intellectual
capital
perspective, which regards human, structural, and
customer/relational
capital
as
long-term
investments
enabling
value
creation
for
stakeholders, similar to other capital assets.
Methods. The study re-used data from prior
survey and case study research, supplemented by
evidence from the literature. The Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development’s
categorization of intellectual assets was chosen
as an analytical framework.
Results. Academic libraries have developed
significant human, structural, and relational
assets that are enabling them to respond to
environmental challenges.
Conclusions. An intellectual capital lens can
enable libraries to recognize their intangible
assets as distinctive competencies with current
relevance and enduring value. Libraries need to
extend their assessment systems to evaluate
their human, structural, and relational assets.

Keywords: intangible assets; intellectual capital;
library assessment; performance measurement.

Introduction
Library resources and services are continually evolving
with social, technological, economic, and political
developments in the information environment. Technology
is a key driver of change for the profession that has
transformed every area of library practice, from collections
and cataloging to space and services (Dempsey, 2012;
Latimer, 2011; Lewis, 2013; Mathews, 2014).
Commentators stress the need for librarians to think and act
differently, develop new skills, design new environments,
deliver new services, and adopt new models. Mathews
(2014, p. 22) concludes that librarians need to explore,
develop, and implement “new models, new skills and
attitudes, new metrics, new ways of looking at old
problems, and new approaches for new problems.” He
asserts that that the profession is arguably now in the
relationship business; Town and Kyrillidou (2013, p. 12)
similarly observe that “Libraries are fundamentally
relationship organizations.”

Library Service Developments
The work of library and information professionals is
becoming more specialized in the complex digital
environment as they aim to integrate resources and services
into the processes, workflows, and “lifeflows” of users
(Brophy, 2008; Cox & Corrall, 2013; Vaughan et al., 2013;
Weaver, 2013). Existing roles are evolving and new hybrid,
blended, and embedded roles are emerging on the
boundaries of established positions and professions
(Carlson & Neale, 2011; Sinclair, 2009), requiring
expanded skill sets that overlap the core competencies of
other domains, notably research, education, and technology
(Cox & Corrall, 2013; Iivonen & Huotari, 2007).
Information literacy education has been a key focus of
library service development that is now been joined by
research data management, as an example of boundaryspanning activity (Carlson & Neale, 2011; Cox & Corrall,
2013; Vaughan et al., 2013; Weaver, 2013).

Library Assessment Trends
Library assessment has evolved from an operational and
service provider perspective on resource inputs, process
throughputs, and product or service outputs as performance
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metrics, to more strategic approaches aimed at identifying
specific and general outcomes, and the higher-order effects
or impacts of libraries, from the perspective of service
users, in relation to the missions and goals of their parent
organizations. The focus on outcomes and impacts is a
significant trend, requiring fuller understanding of the
context of library and information use (Town, 2011;
Matthews, 2013). One indicator of strategic engagement
with assessment is the growth in specialist “assessment
librarian” positions (Oakleaf, 2013).
Libraries have adopted and adapted frameworks from the
business arena, such as the PZB SERVQUAL gap model of
service quality assessment (Parasuraman, Zeithaml &
Berry, 1985), and the library version, LibQUAL+™, which
was developed in the US, but has been taken up
internationally, in Europe and farther afield (Kachoka &
Hoskins, 2009; McCaffrey, 2013; Voorbij, 2012). Libraries
in several countries have used Kaplan and Norton’s (1992;
1996) Balanced Scorecard, which combines traditional
financial and internal process measures with customer and
innovation/learning/growth indicators to promote a
balanced view of organizational performance (Chew &
Aspinall, 2011; Krarup, 2004; Mackenzie, 2012; Melo,
Pires & Taveira, 2008; Pienaar & Penzhorn, 2000).
A key feature of the Balanced Scorecard is that it
balances internal and external perspectives, and also
combines retrospective with prospective views of the
organization, supplementing traditional evaluation of past
performance with assessment of future potential through
the learning and growth component as a measure of
capacity for innovation and development. Libraries have
also used Kaplan and Norton’s (2000; 2001a) more
comprehensive strategy map tool, which enables managers
to articulate cause-and-effect relationships between goals
associated with the four perspectives of the balanced
scorecard. Examples have been reported worldwide (Cribb,
2005; Düren, 2010; Hammes, 2010; Kettunen, 2007; Kim,
2010; Leong, 2005; Lewis, Hiller, Mengel & Tolson, 2013;
Taylor, 2012).
In addition to these holistic frameworks, libraries have
been exploring more specific methods of evaluating their
contributions to their communities. Return on investment
(ROI) studies, using contingent valuation method and other
quantitative techniques have become a notable trend in
academic, public and national libraries around the world
(Grzeschik, 2010; Hider, 2008; Ko, Shim, Pyo & Chang,
2012; Kwak & Yoo, 2012; McIntosh, 2013; Tenopir, King,
Mays, Wu & Baer, 2010). At the other end of the
methodological spectrum, there has also been a surge of
interest in qualitative methods, including narrative
techniques and ethnographical/ethnological studies.
Usherwood (2002, p. 120) argues that “qualitative
assessments of outcomes are often a more meaningful way
of demonstrating, the value and impact of a service and its
achievements”, showing how quality audits, social auditing

and social accounting techniques can be used to examine
the success or failure of services, and identify qualities that
are intangible or indirect.
Brophy (2007; 2008) argues that narrative-based methods
are particularly appropriate for assessing the contribution of
services embedded in user communities, and
communicating service outcomes and impacts in a richer,
more meaningful way than quantitative data can do alone,
providing needed context and interpretation. Khoo,
Rozaklis, and Hall (2012) confirm substantial growth in
library use of ethnography, with more than 40 studies
published in the period 2006-2011. An interesting related
trend is the appointment of “library anthropologists” to
conduct such studies (Carlson, 2007; Wu & Lanclos, 2011).
One specific theme in the academic and practitioner
discussion of evaluation methodologies is a resurgence of
interest in examining the intangible assets (IAs) of library
and information services (LIS), especially to prove the
worth of library and information workers (an area of
investment that is particularly vulnerable as a result of the
global economic downturn). Several commentators propose
that assessment of library value in the knowledge economy
should include consideration of intangible (knowledgebased) assets to give a fuller picture of value for
stakeholders (Corrall & Sriborisutsakul; 2010; Kostagiolas
& Asonitis, 2009; 2011; Town, 2011; Van Deventer &
Snyman, 2004; White; 2007a). Town (2011, p. 123)
asserts:
“The assessment of intangible value added will be key
to developing a compelling story around our overall
value proposition. The established threefold approach to
the measurement of knowledge/ intangible assets is
likely to be a good starting point for recognizing areas
for developing new measures or, in some cases,
revitalizing older ones”.
White (2007a, pp. 81-82) identifies three potential
benefits for libraries engaging in IA assessment and
management:
 increased scope and capability to report effectiveness to
stakeholders
 better alignment of library resources and efforts with
strategic responses required by stakeholders
 more effective utilization of IAs to achieve tangible and
intangible strategic responses and impacts.
White (2007b; 2007c) emphasizes the importance of
human capital valuation, noting the massive investment
represented by library expenditure on staffing, which
typically accounts for 50-70 percent of library budgets; the
50 percent figure is confirmed by Town and Kyrillidou
(2013). White (2007b) argues that traditional activity-based
quantitative metrics for library staff need to be
complemented by assessment of performance quality and
value. Town (2011, p. 119) similarly observes that there is
value in “what has been built by the library in terms of its
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sstaff capabilityy and capacityy” that is geneerally not meassured
bby current fraameworks. Town and Kyrlllidou (2013, pp. 13)
aalso observe tthat “Librariess have a large body of corpporate
kknowledge tieed up in theirr organisationn and its processes
aand methods.” The import
rtance of proffessional netw
works
aand relationshhips with ussers, supplierss and others also
ppoints in thiss direction (K
Kostagiolas & Asonitis, 22009;
T
Town & Kyrillidou, 2013; V
Van Deventerr & Snyman, 22004;
W
White, 2007a)).

Research Q
Questions a
and Purpos
se
The purposee of the studyy is to explorre intangible asset
eevaluation as a library assessment strateegy for the ddigital
aage, by idenntifying IAs tthat libraries are exploitinng to
ccompete in thhe digital worlld and investiigating methoods to
aarticulate theirr value. The reesearch questiions are:
 What intanggible assets arre academic llibraries explooiting
to compete iin the digital age?
a
 What methoods can academ
mic libraries uuse to evaluate their
intangible asssets?
Two strateggic management paradigms are used to fframe
tthe study: thee resource-bassed view and intellectual caapital
ttheory. Emeergent libraryy practice iin research data
m
management sservices is useed as a case stuudy.

T
Theoretical Framework and Lite
erature
The resourcce-based view
w (RBV) of thhe firm recoggnizes
ttangible and iintangible asseets as strategiic resources w
whose
vvalue in terms of durabilityy, rarity, inim
mitability, and nonssubstitutabilityy represent competitive
c
addvantage (Baarney,
1991; Grant, 1991; Meso & Smith, 20000). Grant (19991, p.
119) identifess financial, pphysical, hum
man, technologgical,
rreputational, and organizaational resourrces as six m
major
ccategories. A key tenet of RBV is that resources exiist as
bbundles and are
a interdepenndent (Marr, 2005). The thheory
hhas its originss in economicss and has beenn hugely influeential
iin strategic management ressearch since thhe 1990s. Its focus
f
oon internal rresources is often contrassted with extternal
eenvironmentall or market-bbased explanaations of supperior
pperformance, although thhe two approaches are often
bbrought togeether in strenngths-weaknesses-opportunnitiestthreats (SWO
OT) analysis. Other teerms often used
iinterchangeabbly with “ressources” incluude “capabilities,”
““competencies,” and “know
wledge” (Barnney, 1991; Baarney
& Clark, 20077), though theese terms can also be used more
pprecisely, e.g.., Grant (19911, p. 120) expplains that a fi
firm’s
ccapabilities aare “what it ccan do as a result
r
of team
ms of
rresources worrking together..”
Within the RBV paradiggm, the intelleectual capital (IC)
pperspective
regards
human,
and
structural,
ccustomer/relattional capitaal as long-tterm investm
ments
eenabling valuue creation foor stakeholderrs, alongside other
fforms of cappital, such as physical andd monetary aassets

Marr, 2005; Steewart, 1997). The economiist John Kenneth
(M
Gaalbraith is gennerally recognnized as introoducing the teerm
“inntellectual cappital” in 19669 (Snyder & Pierce, 20002;
Steewart, 1997),, and busineess and manaagement thinkker
Thhomas A. Stew
wart is frequenntly credited w
with establishiing
thee concept in tthe business world
w
throughh his 1997 boook
annd series of rellated articles iin Fortune maagazine (Koennig,
19997; Snyder & Pierce, 20022). Stewart’s (1997, pp. ixx-x)
definition of IC
C is widely quuoted, in whicch he defines the
concept as the ““sum of everytthing everyboddy in a compaany
knnows that givees it a compeetitive edge” aand “intellectuual
maaterial – know
wledge, inforrmation, intelllectual properrty,
exxperience – thaat can be put too use to createe wealth.”
A
As explained by Snyder annd Pierce (20002, p. 475) , IC
cann be both the means (or inpput) and the ennd (or output)) of
orgganizational activity:
a
“IC can be both the end result oof a
knnowledge transsformation proocess and the knowledge itsself
thaat is transform
med into intellectual propertty or assets”. An
“assset” here “caan be thoughtt of as a priorr cost that has a
futture benefit” ((Snyder & Pierrce, 2002, p. 4469).
Thhe Intellectual Capital Conccept
T
The thinking behind the IC concept extends beyoond
ecoonomics to booth the accounnting and straategy domainss of
buusiness and m
management. Figure 1 shoows how Rooos,
Rooos, Dragoneetti and Edvvinsson (19977, p. 15) haave
depicted the connceptual origiins of IC as eevolving from
ma
rannge of relatedd ideas and praactices, includding the learniing
orgganization knnowledge mannagement, corre competenciies,
invvisible assets and
a balanced sscorecards.

Figure 1. C
Conceptual rooots of intellecttual capital
(Roos et al., 1997)
T
The terms “inntangible assets” and “invissible assets” are
oft
ften used innterchangeablyy with IC – along with
w
“inntellectual asssets,” “know
wledge assetss,” “knowledggebaased resources”” and “knowleedge capital” – although some
schholars define these terms more
m
precisely and put them
m in
a hierarchy.
h
Thee Organisationn for Econom
mic Co-operatiion
annd Developmeent (OECD, 2006, p. 9), has noted tthe
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“proliferation
of
definitions,
classifications
and
measurement techniques” in the field, but has adopted the
term intellectual assets “to maintain symmetry with the
term “physical” or “tangible” assets” without making a
distinction between intellectual and intangible assets,
recognizing their synonymous use within the field of IC
and knowledge management. OECD (2006, p. 9) asserts
that despite the multiplicity of definitions, “they refer to the
same reality: “a non-physical asset with a potential stream
of future benefits,” which the report then identifies with
“three core characteristics:
i) they are sources of probable future economic profits;
ii) lack physical substance; and
iii) to some extent, they can be retained and traded by a
firm.”
The notion of intellectual capital/assets has evolved from
a narrow focus on intellectual property, such as patents,
trademarks, and software, to a broader conception that
typically includes “human resources and capabilities,
organisational competencies (databases, technology,
routines and culture) and “relational” capital including
organisational designs and processes, and customer and
supplier networks” (OECD, 2006, p. 9). Significantly from
a library and information science viewpoint, descriptions of
intellectual/intangible assets now tend to include “dynamic
business attributes such as knowledge-creating capability,
rights of access to technology, the ability to use
information, operating procedures and processes,
management capability to execute strategy, and
innovativeness” – which OECD (2006, p. 9) perceives as
confusing the assets themselves with their “value drivers”,
represented by management ability to generate value from
the assets.
Classifications of Intellectual Capital
There are many different conceptualizations of IAs:
Choong (2008, pp. 618-619) lists 36 attempts by
researchers, professions and other organizations to
categorize IC, and suggests that lack of consensus on the
precise definition and systematic classification of IAs
encourages development of broad categorizations. Despite
variation in the terminology and complexity of the models,
from the outset there has been a striking convergence of
thinking on the broad categories or main components of IC.
Table 1 shows the breakdowns used by prominent
American, British, and Swedish writers from the early
period of IC research and development.
Table 1. Early classifications of intellectual capital
Brooking
(1996)

Roos & Roos
(1997)

Stewart
(1997)

Sveiby
(1997)

Market
assets

Customer and
Customer
relationship capital capital

External
structure

Infrastructure
assets

Organizational
Structural
capital:
capital
Business process

Internal
structure

capital;
Business renewal
Intellectual
and development
property assets
capital
Human
centred assets

Human
capital

Human
capital

Employee
competence

The examples illustrated confirm the basic tripartite
model described by OECD (2006) of human, organizational
(or structural), and relational (or customer/market) capital,
but with an element of divergence in the subdivision of
structural/organizational capital in two cases into its
process and product dimensions, in effect acknowledging
the OECD (2006) distinction between valuable assets and
their value drivers. There have also been significant
developments in thinking around the relational component
of IC, with scholars arguing for broader and more nuanced
interpretations incorporating social capital, reflecting
renewed interest in the concept from the 1990s, in the
context of economic development, corporate responsibility,
and civic engagement (Bueno, Salmador & Rodríguez,
2004; Putnam, 1995).
Evaluation of Intangible Assets
There is similar proliferation in the methods proposed for
measuring and reporting IAs, but again some convergence,
in that “Most reporting frameworks developed to date
favour a qualitative approach where intangibles are
reported in a narrative format, to complement financial
reporting” (OECD, 2012, p. 7). The key point here is that
IAs are strategic resources, so evaluation must be directly
linked to the strategic objectives of the organization, as
explained by Roos et al. (1997, p. vi):
“A comprehensive system of capturing and measuring
intellectual capital must be deeply rooted in the strategy
or the mission of the company. Strategy has to guide the
search for the appropriate indicators simply because it is
the goals and direction of the company set out in the
strategy, that signify which intellectual capital forms are
important”.
OECD (2012, pp. 25-28) lists 39 different approaches
developed between 1989 and 2009, but notes that despite
“active interest” in evaluating intangibles, only five of the
34 member countries have introduced national
recommendations or guidelines for reporting, with limited
adoption of intangible asset disclosure frameworks by
companies. The various methods have been broadly
categorized as direct (monetary) valuation, market
capitalization, return-on-assets, and scorecards (OECD,
2012; Tan, Plowman & Hancock, 2008).
Despite continuing research and development in the
field, the four best known measurement models all come
from the late 1990s: Brooking’s (1996) Technology Broker
IC Audit, Edvinsson’s (1997) Skandia Navigator, Roos et
al.’s (1997) IC-Index, and Sveiby’s (1997) Intangible
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Assets Monitor (IAM), with the Skandia Navigator and
IAM the most prominent examples (Pierce & Snyder, 2003;
Tan et al., 2008). The IAM has similarities with the
Balanced Scorecard in its strategic focus and advice on
limiting the number of indicators selected to a manageable
quantity – “one or at most two indicators” for each of the
nine subheadings/cells (Sveiby, 1997, p. 78). Table 2
shows the basic model.
Table 2. The Intangible Assets Monitor (Sveiby, 1997)

Structural
capital

with customers,
suppliers, and
R&D partners

customer satisfaction, links
with suppliers, commercial
power, negotiating capacity
with financial entities.

Knowledge that
stays with the
firm “after the
staff leaves at
night”

Organizational routines,
procedures, systems,
cultures, databases:
organizational flexibility,
documentation service,
knowledge center,
information technologies,
organizational learning
capacities.

Intangible Assets Monitor
External
Structure

Internal
Structure

Indicators of
Growth/Renewal

Indicators of
Growth/Renewal

Competence
Indicators of
Growth/Renewal

Indicators of
Efficiency

Indicators of
Efficiency

Indicators of
Efficiency

Indicators of
Stability

Indicators of
Stability

Indicators of
Stability

Data Sources and Methods
The study re-used data from prior work (Corrall, 2012;
Corrall, Kennan & Afzal, 2013; Cox & Corrall, 2013),
which was supplemented with additional evidence from the
literature.
Library literature on IC was reviewed to establish
thinking and practice in the field. Survey and case study
data on library engagement with research data management
were analyzed to identify factors helping or hindering
service development. The OECD’s (2006; 2008)
categorization of IAs was chosen as an analytical
framework on the basis of its international standing and its
evident applicability to LIS. Table 3 shows the three broad
categories specified with the brief descriptions and
examples/keywords set out in the OECD (2008) synthesis
report.

Findings and Discussion
Library engagement with IC has progressed from
theoretical discussion to real-world application and the
development of frameworks that can support professional
practice in identifying, measuring, and managing library
service assets and liabilities for strategic advantage. In the
context of research services in the digital world, analysis of
the evidence indicates that libraries have important
structural and relational assets that should be taken into
account alongside their widely recognized human assets
when evaluating their capacity to manage research data.
The IC/IA models developed within the LIS community
also contribute to our understanding of significant
interactions among different classes of IAs.

IC
Category

Brief
description

Examples/
keywords

Human
capital

Knowledge,
skills, and knowhow that staff
“take with them
when they leave
at night”

Innovation capacity,
creativity, know-how,
previous experience,
teamwork capacity,
employee flexibility,
tolerance for ambiguity,
motivation, satisfaction,
learning capacity, loyalty,
formal training, education.

Library applications of intellectual capital
Library interest in IAs and IC can be traced back to the
period when the concepts gained prominence in the
management literature during the late 1990s (Barron, 1995;
Corrall, 1998; Dakers, 1998; Koenig, 1997; 1998a; 1998b).
Early discussion in the library and information science
literature was mostly about the potential involvement of
library and information professionals in managing and
measuring IC as knowledge resources on behalf of their
parent organizations (Corrall, 1998; Koenig, 1997; 1998a;
1998b; Snyder & Pierce, 2002) and not concerned
specifically with managing the knowledge capital of
libraries, or only in the context of its impact on
organizational IC (Huotari & Iivonen, 2005; Iivonen &
Huorai, 2007). However, Barron (1995) used the concept of
IC to argue for investment in the education of library
workers and creation of learning communities for rural
public libraries in the US, and Dakers (1998, p. 235) used
the term “living intellectual capital” to distinguish the
human-centred IC produced by library staff from the capital
represented in its stock of books and other materials in her
report of a skills audit conducted for the British Library’s
consultancy service.

Relational
capital

External
relationships

Stakeholder relations:
image, customer loyalty,

More substantive empirical investigations of IA
evaluation were conducted in LIS during the following

Table 3. OECD classification of intellectual assets
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ddecade (Asoonitis & Koostagiolas, 2010;
2
Corralll &
S
Sriborisutsakuul, 2010; Vann Deventer, 2002),
2
along with
ssome smalleer-scale studdies dealing with partiicular
ccomponents of
o IC (Cribbb, 2005; Musshi, 2009), aand a
ccontinuing floow of contribbutions to thhe developmennt of
cconceptual unnderstanding in the LIS ssector (Huotaari &
IIivonen, 20055; Iivonen & Huotari, 22007; Kostagiiolas,
22012; 2013; Kostagiolas
K
& Asonitis, 20009; 2011; Pierrce &
S
Snyder, 2003; Town & K
Kyrillidou, 20013; White 20007a;
22007b; 2007cc). There is a also a growing strand of work
iinvestigating the related aarea of sociall capital in ppublic
llibraries (see,, for examplle, Ferguson, 2012; Grifffis &
JJohnson, 20144; Svendsen, 22013; and Vårhheim, 2011).
The literatuure demonstraates global intterest in the topic
aamong the acaademic and prractitioner com
mmunities, butt with
ssignificantly more contrributions froom Europe than
A
America: emppirical work inncludes case sttudies of univeersity
llibraries in T
Tanzania andd Thailand; ssurveys of ppublic
llibraries in Denmark
D
and Greece; and a case study of a
sspecialist LIS
S in South Affrica; there arre also conceeptual
ccontributions from Finland, Greece, the U
UK and US.
The empiriccal research typically usess mixed methhods,
w
with interviews, questionnnaires and ddocuments ass the
pprimary dataa sources; tw
wo studies used the D
Delphi
ttechnique, butt only one used only quanttitative techniques.
S
Scorecard appproaches have emerged as a common straategy
ffor assessing llibrary intangiibles (Corrall & Sriborisutssakul,
22010; Cribb,, 2005; Tow
wn & Kyrillidou, 2013; Van
D
Deventer & Snnyman, 2004)).
Findings froom some stuudies of organnizational learrning
aand knowledgge sharing within particulaar communitiees are
m
mostly of locaal interest (e.gg., Dakers, 19998; Mushi, 2009).
H
However, othher empirical iinvestigations of the appliccation
oof IC conceppts and technniques in paarticular LIS have
pproduced fram
meworks, mapps, and modells of value beeyond
tthe immediate context thaat contribute to our conceeptual
uunderstandingg and/or offer process guidelines; notablyy the
ppublic libraryy investigationns by Asonitiis and Kostaggiolas
((2010) and S
Svendsen, 20113, and especcially the docctoral
sstudies by Sriiborisutsakul ((2010) in acaddemic librariess and
V
Van Deventerr (2002) in a special LIS. Conceptual papers
aand review articles
a
have made usefull contributionns in
iidentifying annd categorizingg library exam
mples of knowlledge
pprocesses/IAs (Huotari & Iivonen, 22005; Iivonenn &
H
Huotari, 20077; Kostagiolass & Asonitis,, 2009; 2011)) and
hhave also ooffered purpose-designed frameworks for
m
managing andd measuring llibrary IAs (K
Kostagiolas, 22013;
K
Kostagiolas & Asonitis, 20009), or propoosed adaptations of
bbusiness toolss for LIS (Pieerce & Snydeer, 2003; Tow
wn &
K
Kyrillidou, 20013).
L
Library classif
ifications of inntangible assetts
Library literrature usuallyy adopts the standard threeefold
ccategorizationn of IC into humann, structurall or
oorganizationall, and relatiional capital, but with some

vaariations in terrminology; in a few cases scholars
s
propoose
new or signifi
ficantly expannded elemennts, notably for
rellationship asseets. Kostagiollas (2012; 2013) suggests the
Inttellectus publiic sector IC m
model (Ramírez, 2010, p. 2554),
whhich subdiviides the sstructural coomponent innto
Orrganizational, Technologicaal, and Social capital, to aid
unnderstanding oof the sociall value creatted by (publlic)
libbraries.
S
Svendsen (20013, pp. 58, 67) draws oon the work of
Puutnam (2000) to define diifferent formss of micro- aand
meeso-level sociaal capital (Bonnding, Bridginng, Institutionnal)
creeated by publiic libraries in Denmark; his classificationn of
diffferent types of networkks/relationships has potenttial
application in other LIS seettings, particuularly academ
mic
libbraries (e.g., supporting interdiscipllinary researrch
communities). F
Figure 2 dispplays the diffferent types of
soccial/network aassets identifieed by Svendseen (2013, p. 677).
T
Town and Kyyrllidou (20133, pp. 12-14) suggest seveeral
noovel intangiblle elements, to be usedd alongside tthe
staandard balancced scorecardd: they subdiivide Relationnal
cappital into Reelational and Competitive Position capiital
(reeputation); aadd a Meta-Assets elem
ment to deffine
inttangible valuee added to tanngible assets; and introducee a
soccial capital component with their Library Virrtue
dim
mension (in which “prooffs of library impact will be
delivered”) and a Library Momentum dim
mension, to traack
thee pace of innnovation, as a final “criticaal organizationnal
assset”. Their fraamework is noot yet a workinng tool, but is an
intteresting attem
mpt to broaden and elevaate the scope of
libbrary assessmeent to measurre “the full vaalue of academ
mic
ressearch librariees” (Town & K
Kyrillidou, 20113, p. 7).

Figure 2. Inntangible assetts for rural pubblic libraries
(Svendseen, 2013)
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Research inn academic libbraries in Thailand producced a
ttaxonomy of IAs that prooposes a libraary-specific ffourth
ccategory of C
Collection and Service asssets, as “the endpproducts of core knowledgge-based proceesses in librarries”,
w
which are ““derived from
m a combinnation of huuman,
sstructural aand relationnship assetss” (Corrall &
S
Sriborisutsakuul, 2010, p.
p 283). F
Figure 3 shhows
S
Sriborisutsakuul’s (2010, p.. 213) categorization of libbrary
IIAs (with exam
mples found inn Thai universsity libraries).

 eexperience in repository development aand management
tthat can be exttended to data repositories
 sskills in condducting refereence interview
ws that can be
aapplied to dataa interviews.
P
Practitioner caase studies alsso report creaative use of thheir
liteerature searchh know-how by library pprofessionals to
sellect the most appropriate metadata
m
scheema for projeects
(B
Bracke, 2011; H
Hasman, Berryyman & McInntosh, 2013).
R
Relational assets include:
 llibrary-facultyy partnerships for informattion literacy tthat
ccan be exploitted to promotte data literacyy, data curation,
ddata managem
ment planning, etc.
 llibrary-technology collaboraations on digiital services tthat
ccan facilitatee developmeent of dataa storage aand
iinfrastructure services
 llibrary professsional networkks that enablee sharing of bbest
ppractices via cconferences, em
mail, social media,
m
etc.

Figure 3. Classificationn of library inteellectual assetts
(Sborisuutsakul, 2010)
Resource-baased theories of the firm
m emphasize that
oorganizations gain advanttage from diistinctive com
mplex
bbundles of ressources, whosse use in comb
mbination is haard to
iimitate and replace. The vvalue of suchh “super-assetts” is
tthus more thaan the sum of their components, and therrefore
w
worth assessiing and repoorting. These combinationns of
aassets in use are
a also more visible and m
more meaningfful to
llibrary stakehholders than iindividual asssets used to create
c
tthem. Librarries consequuently need to define their
ddistinctive collection and service
s
assets, and then exxpose
aand explain thhe hidden asseets on which thhey depend to their
sstakeholders.
L
Library Examp
mples of Intanggible Assets
Library com
mpetence to m
manage researrch data has been
qquestioned in the literature aand studies haave identified skills
ggaps and shorrtages, notablly technical kknowledge forr data
ccuration, advaanced informaation technoloogy skills, suubject
ddomain know
wledge, researcch processes and methods,, and
m
metadata scheemas for speccific disciplinnes (Corrall et
e al.,
22013; Cox & Corrall, 20133). However, the literaturee also
hhighlights prrevious librarry experiencee and know--how;
eexisting collabborations and partnerships; and organizattional
sstructures, syystems and procedures, which constitute
iintangible asssets that are enabling academic librariees to
iinitiate researcch data servicees (Corrall, 20012).
Human asseets include:
 expertise in collection devvelopment annd external dattasets
that can be ttransferred to ddata collectionns

B
Bracke (2011,, p. 67) explaiins how librarrians can explloit
theeir reputation as trusted proofessionals to engage
e
with ddata
cuuration, notingg they have “establishedd themselves as
truusted stewardss and educatorrs.” She descrribes how a ddata
reppository task force at Purddue Universityy partnered with
w
subbject librariaans “to leverrage their rellationships with
w
ressearchers,” annd then mentioons the positiive image of tthe
subbject librariann and the opportunities arisinng:
““Faculty view
wed the librariian as a go-to resource foor
m
many of their rresearch and tteaching needss. The librariann
rreceived many word-of-moouth recomm
mendations and
ttook advantagge of her sociial capital to develop morre
aand deeper relationships.”
SStructural asseets include:
 oorganizationall structures faccilitating servvice developm
ment
aand innovationn
 pproven system
ms and proocedures withh potential for
eextension or reepurposing
 ttools availablee within the prrofessional com
mmunity.
T
The value of thhe subject liaiison librarian structure usedd in
maany libraries is evident (B
Bracke, 2011)). Such systeems
ennable the discippline-sensitivee approach to services needded
forr RDM, but are
a now oftenn complementted by teams of
funnctional specialists in RDM
M and other areeas, who provide
coordination, guuidance and suupport to fronttline liaisons in a
hyybrid model oof specializattion (Covert-V
Vail & Collaard,
20012; Jaguszeewski & W
Williams, 20013). Specialist
committees andd task forcess at library aand institutionnal
levvels are anotheer structural ddevice used to develop servicces
annd promote invvolvement of tthe library in nnew areas, whhich
alsso creates relattional capital.
E
Established systems
s
and processes faacilitating RD
DM
serrvice developpment includde institutionnal repositoriies,
refference interviiews, and LibG
Guides, whichh have been ussed
to provide adviice on data m
management planning,
p
digiital
Community toools
cuuration, scientiific data repossitories, etc. C
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tthat libraries can exploit inn research datta services incclude
tthe data mannagement plaanning tools produced byy the
D
Digital Curatiion Centre andd California Digital
D
Libraryy, and
tthe Data Curration Profiless Toolkit prooduced by Puurdue
((Bracke, 20111; Corrall, 2012).
L
Library Modeels for Asset Evvaluation
Scorecards hhave emerged as the approaach most often used
bby libraries foor evaluation of
o IAs, but thee specific metthods
aand particulaar tools deplooyed vary w
within this geeneral
fframework. M
Methods frequeently used in L
LIS to identifyy IAs
aare document analysis (e.g., straategy docum
ments,
oorganization charts); interrviews (e.g., library manaagers,
iinformation specialists, service staakeholders); and
qquestionnairess (e.g., staaff skills aaudits and user
eexperience/sattisfaction survveys).
Library IC investigationss typically usee multiple souurces
oof data, inclluding data primarily coollected for other
ppurposes; for example, Cribbb (2005, p. 11)
1 notes that “The
sstaff perceptioon survey conducted everyy two years hhelps
llibrary managgement understtand the culturral readiness oof the
sstaff”. LIS researchers have also used ready-m
made
iinstruments frrom the busineess world: Vaan Deventer (22002)
aadapted Sveiiby’s (2001, p. 353) knnowledge straategy
qquestions for the LIS conttext, expandinng the questioon set
ffrom nine to 16. Dakers (1998, pp. 239--242) designedd her
oown questionnnaire tool, “ttell us about your talents””, for
““auditing the people assetts” at The Brritish Library,, and
aappended her draft instrument, offering ppotential for re-use
bby other LIS.
Several reseearchers havee developed ((and later reffined)
fframeworks to guide thee process of evaluating and
m
managing IA
As in academ
mic, public and special LIS
((Kostagiolas & Asonitiss, 2009; Kostagiolas,
K
22013;
S
Sriborisutsakuul, 2010; Vann Deventer & Snyman, 2004).
S
Some are hiigh-level moddels, which include finanncial/
ttangible assetss alongside inttangibles for ccompleteness (e.g.,
K
Kostagiolas, 2013; Van Deventer & Snyman, 2004).
S
Sriborisutsakuul (2010, p. 2220) providess a process m
model
bbased on real--world experieence of develooping perform
mance
iindicators andd operational measures at uuniversity librraries
iin Thailand. It
I is not contexxt-specific andd could be ussed in
oother sectors and in other countries. Figgures 4 show
ws the
bbasic steps of the proccess from iddentifying IA
As to
iimplementingg
peerformance
indicaators.

Figure 4. Syystematic indiccator developm
ment process
(Sborisutsaakul, 2010)
F
Figure 5 show
ws Sriborisutsaakul’s (2010) adaptation
a
of the
scoorecard approoach to develoop performancce indicators for
IA
As, which starts by identifyinng IAs supporrting the strategic
priiorities for thee library.

Figuree 5. Simplifiedd scorecard appproach
(Sborisutsaakul, 2010)

Co
onclusions
s
L
Libraries neeed to extendd
their meeasurement aand
asssessment systtems to provvide a fuller picture of thheir
contribution andd impact on iindividuals annd communitiies.
Ann IC perspecctive can enable library practitioners to
evvaluate their hhuman, structuural, and relatiional assets, aand
reccognize their IIAs as distincttive competenncies with currrent
rellevance and enduring valuue. The RBV
V enables us to
unnderstand morre fully how
w particular ccombinations of
divverse assets ennable librariess to create dynnamic knowleddge
ressources and create valuue for their members aand
staakeholders. Fuuture researchh could exploore and test the
applicability oof additionaal evaluationn frameworrks,
inccluding publicc sector modells of social cappital.
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